**AMPP Standards Committees (SC) Terms and Conditions**

As a participant of the AMPP Standards Program, a member of the Standards Committees, an attendee of a Standards Committee meeting, and/or participant on the development of AMPP consensus standards, you agree to accept the following terms and conditions:

**AMPP Standards Copyright Acknowledgement**

As a participant in AMPP International (AMPP) Standards Committees, I agree that the collective work of the committee(s) is the property of AMPP and AMPP is charged with its publication, dissemination, and protection pursuant to U.S. Copyright Law.

**IP Statement**

AMPP International's ("AMPP") Intellectual Property (IP) is:

- a valuable asset,
- considered original material,
- is the sole and exclusive property of AMPP,
- and is protected by copyright laws.

AMPP reserves the right to copyright any of its products, databases, audio/visual products or any other subject matter. AMPP is responsible for communication, publication, and distribution in order to protect its products regardless of the means of distribution in print, databases, electronically, or any other method. This is intended to protect AMPP from unauthorized reproduction, republication, or redistribution of AMPP IP, including altering or removing any trademark, copyright or other notice from such material. AMPP logos and all related trademarks, tradenames, and other intellectual property are property owned by AMPP and cannot be used in full or in part without express prior written permission. As a participant in AMPP technical committees, individuals agree that the collective work of the committee(s) is the property of AMPP. It is AMPP policy that the property rights of third parties shall be respected and not be infringed upon by AMPP employees, members, or other participants. This agreement is intended to achieve the core purpose and accomplish the mission of AMPP International and its members.

**AMPP Policies and Procedures**


**Meetings**

Meetings of SCs shall be conducted in accordance with all applicable AMPP policies. Minutes and other business records of AMPP SCs shall not be distributed beyond the committee membership without prior approval of AMPP Staff. No recording of meetings